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Nadir spent a fortnight in Khiva, during which time he made arrange-
ments for the government of Khwarizm after his departure. Having
made a show of consulting the inaqs and chiefs of the country, he appointed
as Khan of Khwarizm a descendant of Chingiz Khan named Tahir Beg,
who had formerly resided in Herat and who had accompanied him on
the Turkistan expedition. When some of the Ozbeg chiefs refused to
acknowledge Tahir Beg as their ruler and attempted armed resistance,
Nadir forced them to submit and swear fealty to their new ruler, after some
blood had been shed.1 He detached a force of only moderate strength
to support Tahir Beg ; according to Mirza Mahdi, the reason why he
did not leave a stronger force was that he considered that the people of
Khwarizm would be unable to bear the burden of maintaining it.2
No further action in Khiva being necessary, the Shah and his army
started on their homeward march on the 9th December, 1740, Tahir
Beg and the tnaqs and chiefs accompanying him as far as Fitnak. Nadir
took with him, probably as a hostage, Abu'l-Ghazi Khan, Ilbars's young
son.3
Reaching Charjui on the 4th Shawwal (23rd December), Nadir took
the desert route to Merv ; as water was extremely scarce along this route,
he had previously made elaborate arrangements for adequate supplies
to be available.4
At Merv, Nadir behaved with some severity. He dismissed the
Governor, Muhammad Rida Khan Qiriqlu, and appointed in his stead the
local Qajanleader, Shah Quli Khan ; several persons were put to death,
one of these being Rahim Sultan, who had, it was alleged, encouraged
Rida Quli Mirza to aim at the crown.6
Leaving Merv on the i6th Shawwal, 1153 (4th January, 1741), Nadir
went to Abivard and thence to Ms birthplace at Dastgird, where he had
his maulud-khana (literally, " place-of-birth-house ") erected ; 'Abdu'I-
Karim Kashmiri described this building as having a lofty dome surmounted
by a golden sword.* From Dastgird the Shah went to Kalat, where lie
deposited his Indian treasures and had a tomb of black stone built for him-
self. Large blocks of marble were sent all the way from Maragha for this
tomb. At his orders, much had been done to improve the interior of the
great natural fortress, the water supply being increased and gardens being
1 K.N., pp. 560 and 561.   Except on this occasion, Nadir did not behave •with harshness during
bis stay in Khiva.
' T.N., p. 224.   Thompson and Hogg stated in their journal that trade in Khiva was on a small
scale; the only local products were cotton, lamb skins of poor quality and a small quantity
of raw silk.
*K.N., p. 562.
4 Details of these arrangements are given in the Bay an, fol. 48 (a).
1 K,N., pp. 565 and 566.   Rahim Sultan had also been one of those who had urged Rida Quli
to murder 'Tahmasp and his sons (see p. 177 above).
* Bay an, fol. 57 (b).   'Abdnl-Kaxim has confused Dastgird with Khivaqabad.

